Preparation of tunable-sized iron nanoparticles based on magnetic manipulation in inert gas condensation (IGC)
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Iron nanoparticles (NPs) prepared by inert gas condensation were studied using high resolution transmission electron microscopy and Wulff construction shape analysis. The NP size and shape show strong dependence on the magnetic field above the target surface. The effect of the magnetic field could be tuned by adjusting the thickness of the protective backing plate positioned in-between the target and the magnetron head. With increasing backing plate thickness, the particle size decreases and the NP morphologies evolve from faceted to close-to-spherical polyhedral shapes. Moreover, with changes in size and shape, the particle structure also varies so that the NPs exhibit: (i) a core-shell structure for the faceted NPs with size \( \sim 15-24 \text{ nm} \); (ii) a core-shell structure for the close-to-spherical NPs with size \( \sim 8-15 \text{ nm} \); and (iii) a fully oxidized uniform structure for NPs with sizes less than \( \sim 8 \text{ nm} \) having a void in the center due to the Kirkendall effect. The decrease of NP size with the increasing backing plate thickness can be attributed to a reduced magnetic field strength above the iron target surface combined with a reduced magnetic field confinement. These results pave the way to drastically control the NP size and shape in a simple manner without any other adjustment of the aggregation volume within the deposition system. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4974052]

I. INTRODUCTION

Fe and Fe oxide nanoparticles (NPs) are considered promising nanomaterials for applications in a variety of key fields from data storage,\textsuperscript{1} catalysis,\textsuperscript{2,3} and ground water remediation\textsuperscript{4} to drug delivery,\textsuperscript{5,6} magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast enhancement, and hyperthermia.\textsuperscript{7–9} NPs, as is well known, exhibit properties that can be tremendously distinct from their macroscopic counterparts,\textsuperscript{10} and the properties as well as surface chemistry then show strong sensitivity to particle size and shape.\textsuperscript{11,12} The size-dependent properties can originate from the high surface-to-volume ratio, and influences by particle shapes can be attributed to the distinct crystallographic surfaces that enclose the NP.\textsuperscript{13} Therefore, in order to optimize the performance for a specific application, it is of crucial importance to control precisely the particle size, structure, and morphology.

So far, a wide range of techniques have been applied to produce NPs, including thermal decomposition,\textsuperscript{14–16} chemical vapor condensation,\textsuperscript{17} gas evaporation method,\textsuperscript{18} and inert gas condensation.\textsuperscript{19,20} The vacuum techniques are now extensively used in the preparation of NPs as they provide a convenient method to produce solvent-free NPs. The inert gas condensation system used in our work is a combination of magnetron sputtering and inert gas condensation. The design concept of the system originates from the study of Haberland\textsuperscript{21} who first applied the plasma sputtering technique in a cluster source instead of previously used thermal evaporation. Besides high purity, NPs prepared by inert gas condensation also possess a higher diversity of crystal motifs in comparison to chemical techniques as is shown in a recent report,\textsuperscript{22} where we described size dependent core-shell structured Fe NPs. In any case, the formation of NPs starts with sputtering, which is the ejection of surface and near-surface atoms from target materials caused by the bombardment of energetic particles.\textsuperscript{23} In the case of inert gas condensation, sputtering commences when positive ions of the working gas (Ar), which are formed by collisions with electrons, are accelerated towards and impact the target surface due to the potential difference between the cathode (material target) and anode (magnetron cover).

Nevertheless what remains a problem for the preparation of magnetic NPs, e.g., Fe NPs in our work, are a weakened sputtering (due to the strong magnetic field of the target) and the under-utilization of the magnetic target. To remedy these issues, we introduced a copper (Cu) backing plate in between the target and the magnetron to virtually shift the magnetic field distribution above the target surface. The aim is to further decrease the minimum NP size that can be obtained by this technique based on the fact that the magnetic field configuration influences the cluster formation process enormously.\textsuperscript{24–26} Compared with the originally strong magnetic field, in the absence of a backing plate, the target will feel a lower magnetic field resulting in a weakened plasma confinement and a broader target erosion zone. Furthermore, it should be noted that the total thickness (of the Fe target and the backing plate) should be limited to a level that still enables a sufficient magnetic field (typically \( \sim 200–250 \text{ G} \)) to be projected over the sputter target surface to ensure magnetron sputtering.\textsuperscript{27} We will show in the present work that the use of backing plates affords a feasible method to decrease the NP size in inert gas condensation besides the widely used
control through regulating the aggregation length,\textsuperscript{25} as well as the discharge current,\textsuperscript{26} and the target utilization under the weakened magnetic field can be further improved. The modified magnetic field configuration not only broadens the attainable range of particle sizes for a selected target material but also promotes the particle shape and structure to experience great changes with varied size associated by the use of different backing plates.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Fe NPs were deposited directly onto holey carbon-coated transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grids with a home modified high pressure magnetron sputtering source (see supplementary material for the NP deposition system in Fig. S1). A Cu backing plate (diameter 50.8 mm, thickness varying between 0.5 and 2 mm) was installed between the Fe target (diameter 50.8 mm, thickness 0.5 mm, purity 99.9\%) and the magnetron. The sample chamber was evacuated to a base pressure of $\sim 10^{-8}$ mbar (aggregation chamber: $\sim 10^{-5}$ mbar). The applied sputtering current was 0.2 A, and the aggregation length was adjusted between 5 and 8 cm (magnetron head-exit aperture distance) by using a linear motion drive. Supersaturated Fe vapor was produced by magnetron sputtering of the Fe target in an inert gas atmosphere of Ar and minute amounts of CH\textsubscript{4}. The latter was used to achieve system pressures $\sim 10^{-5}$ mbar, yielding a reducing gas environment,\textsuperscript{22} prior to inert gas insertion and subsequent magnetron sputtering. The supersaturated Fe vapor is then mainly cooled by collision with Ar ions forming NP nuclei, and subsequently the desired size NPs. The formed NPs in the aggregation chamber were then carried by Ar (sputtering gas) to the sample chamber leading to soft landing (without NP deformation) onto various substrates. Fe nanoparticles exposed to ambient conditions (e.g., during transfer to TEM) forming a thin oxide layer surrounding the Fe core or a fully oxidized structure for small particles.\textsuperscript{21}

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows an overview of TEM images for Fe NPs (left column) prepared with Cu backing plate thicknesses varying from 2.0 mm to 0.5 mm, which reveals an obvious size and morphology evolution with the increasing thickness of the backing plate. The corresponding size distributions are also shown in the right column with the mean size, standard deviation, and typical morphologies observed included as well. In any case, Figure 1 demonstrates that with increasing backing plate thickness, the particle size shows a clear decrease, and the morphology experiences an evolution from faceted to close-to-spherical polyhedral shapes. On the other hand, the particle structure varies with the change of size and shape: NPs exhibit a core-shell structure for faceted NPs as well as close-to-spherical particles larger than $\sim 8$ nm; however, a fully oxidized uniform structure is formed with a void in the center due to the Kirkendall effect\textsuperscript{30,31} for near-spherical particles smaller than $\sim 8$ nm.

The core-shell structured NP is constituted by an iron core and an oxide shell with a thickness of $\sim 2$–3 nm, which has been concluded from high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) analysis in the previous report,\textsuperscript{22} revealing no systematic dependence on the particle size.\textsuperscript{32,33} The oxide layer consists of Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} (magnetite) or $\gamma$-Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} (maghemite) or a combination of both. For body centered cubic (bcc) structured Fe, particles tend to adopt a faceted shape (as it is shown in Figures 1(f) and 1(h) for particles larger than $\sim 15$ nm). Based on the Cabrera-Mott theory, once an oxide layer initially formed surrounding the NP, transport of electrons from the iron core to the adsorbed oxygen through the oxide layer allows the oxidation to continue.\textsuperscript{31} This establishes a strong electric field within the NP that is able to drive the ion diffusion. With the influence of the electric field, Fe cations move towards the particle surface and O anions move towards the core. As the oxidation proceeds, the particle shape gradually approaches a close-to-spherical morphology. This is depicted by the smaller particles with sizes $\sim 8$–15 nm in Figure 1(c) that show a near-spherical polyhedral shape with a core-shell structure. When the oxidation proceeds further, the influence from the imbalance in the relative rates for the outward diffusion of Fe and the inward diffusion of O\textsuperscript{29,34}
dramatically emerges, leading to a reduced intensity region in the center for fully oxidized NPs. This is observed in Figures 1(a) and 1(b), indicating the presence of a void resulting from the Kirkendall effect.30,31

Figure 2 shows clearly the size evolution with the thickness of the backing plate introduced in the magnetron head. The faceted morphologies observed for particles larger than ∼15 nm, i.e., truncated cube (TC) and truncated rhombic dodecahedron (TRD), are presented as insets. The truncated cubic NPs are enclosed by 6 {100} planes and truncated by 12 {110} planes; the truncated rhombic dodecahedra are confined by 12 {110} planes and truncated by 6 {100} planes. For Fe with a bcc structure, these distinct crystal morphologies are formed owing to different values of the ratio R of the growth speed along the (100) and (110) directions.22

The “easy-to-sputter” trend of NPs and the smaller NPs observed with the backing plate in between the target and the magnetron can be attributed to a weakened magnetic field above the target surface combined with a reduced magnetic field confinement. Indeed, Figure 3(a) demonstrates the basic magnetron design used in the plasma sputtering system in section. The magnetic field configuration is illustrated in Figure 3(b) and target arrangements without (left) and with (right) backing plates are depicted, respectively. The corresponding race-tracks observed on the sputtered Fe target are shown in Figure 3(c). The magnetron is principally composed of a cylindrical magnet in the center surrounded by an annular magnet. To move the target further away from the magnetron (by adjusting the thickness of the backing plate) will definitely result in a weaker magnetic effect from the magnetron and a lower interference from the magnetic Fe target as well. Overall, a decreased magnetic field projection upon the Fe target is obtained by using the backing plates, which is confirmed by the wider race-track that is observed on the target after the deposition, as it is shown in Figure 3(c).

During the process of plasma sputtering, a fraction of the free metal atoms are ionized, and a stronger magnetic field results in a higher fraction of ionized atoms, which can electrically influence the cluster nucleation and the subsequent growth dynamics. In the initial stage of NP formation, a three-body collision (2Fe + Ar → Fe₂ + Ar) is necessary in the inert gas atmosphere to form the nucleus, releasing the latent heat of condensation simultaneously to conserve the energy and momentum of the entire system.29,35 The positive charged Fe ions can repress the three-body collisions and therefore the nucleation process. However, with a weakened magnetic field configuration when the backing plate is used, the suppression by the Fe cations to the cluster nucleation is reduced so that a higher nuclei density can be obtained, which results in smaller NPs at the same free metal flux owing to a lower ratio of free metal density to the density of nuclei in the cluster growth area. The nuclei then grow larger following two models: (i) a successive absorption of free metal atoms and (ii) a cluster-cluster collision growth.29,36

![FIG. 2. Evolution of the average NP size with varied backing plate thickness. The observed faceted morphologies of truncated cube (TC) and truncated rhombic dodecahedron (TRD) for particles larger than ∼15 nm are reconstructed using the Wulff construction. A linear fitting of the form D = p + qt (with fitting parameters p = 28 ± 5.6, q = –10 ± 3.9, R² = 0.67) is shown to indicate qualitatively the variation tendency of the particle size.](image-url)
At the beginning of cluster growth, an atomic vapor condensation growth ($\text{Fe}_q + \text{Fe} \rightarrow \text{Fe}_{q+1}$) is the dominant process. Particle growth by this kind of single atom addition can also be influenced by the aforementioned charge of the sputtered Fe atoms. As it was reported elsewhere, a high fraction of clusters prepared by plasma sputtering are ionized, and most of them are negatively charged probably due to electron attachment based on Marek’s report. In this case, the negatively charged clusters attract the positive Fe ions. Comparing with the high ionization ratio in a high magnetic field where electronic attraction can boost the single atom addition, particle growth following this mode is suppressed with the backing plate present due to the low ionization ratio of the free metal atoms. Furthermore, as the clusters grow up to a certain size and the density is high enough for coalescence, collisions between clusters ($\text{Fe}_m + \text{Fe}_n \rightarrow \text{Fe}_{m+n}$) gradually develop into the decisive process for NP growth. This will, to a large extent, speed up the increase of NP size. As the reduced magnetic field strength results in a weakened magnetic confinement, smaller clusters are able to escape from the area between the anode and cathode, which are subsequently carried by Ar collisions through the aggregation chamber.

As sputtering proceeds, both the aggregation length and the race-track formed on the sputtering target influence the final particle size. The increase of the aggregation length and the depth of the race-track are both supposed to trigger the formation of larger clusters. Nevertheless, during the experiments, some uncommon size evolutions are observed. Figure 4 shows the combined influence of the increasing aggregation length and the depth of the race-track on NP size for two groups of experiment with significantly different backing plate thicknesses (0.5 and 1.5 mm). Both groups of data show more a non-monotonic tendency for the NP size to evolve instead of a gradual increasing trend. This abnormal relationship can possibly be attributed to the varying interference of the magnetic field by the Fe target on the magnetic field configuration from the magnetron head. Indeed, as the experiment continues, the sputtered region goes closer to the magnetron head and a continuously strengthened plasma confinement leads to an increasingly narrowed race-track. In this case, a varied magnetic inference can be expected from the constantly eroded Fe target, which in turn will have impact on the magnetic field distribution and the subsequent sputtering progress. Nevertheless, a substantial increase of the aggregation length will definitely engender a larger particle size, as the linear fitting indicates an overall upward tendency. The morphology evolution of NPs for different sizes is also indicated in Figure 4 by the inserted particle shapes to illustrate in more detail the associated changes.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

In summary, tunable-sized Fe and Fe-oxide NPs were prepared by manipulating the magnetic field configuration using a non-magnetic metal backing plate in between the sputtering target and the magnetron head in the NP deposition system. The particle shape and structure also experience an evolution varying from faceted morphologies (truncated cube and truncated rhombic dodecahedron) with a core-shell structure for NPs with sizes larger than $\sim 15$ nm, to core-shell structured near-spherical polyhedral shapes for NPs with sizes $\sim 8-15$ nm, and to homogeneous fully oxidized NPs adopting a near-spherical shape. The modified magnetic field configuration above the target is realized to further facilitate the sputtering process of the magnetic Fe target material. The smaller NPs produced by using the backing plates can be attributed to a lower fraction of ionized free Fe atoms that results in a higher nuclei density, as well as a weakened magnetic confinement that allows NPs with smaller size to escape. Our results provide a simple but effective manner to further control the size, structure, and morphology of Fe NPs and the otherwise difficult-to-sputter magnetic materials.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL**

See supplementary material for the schematic of cluster source.
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